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7 On Kovember 24, 1963, “SAB IVAN. D LEE end ROBERT M, BARREYT "7": 
were contacting EDDIE BARKER, Director of KRLD-TV and Radio News, --..° 
cathis office. In Mr. BARKER's office was a television monitor . ee 
“end BARKER explained it was set on a closed-circuit channel and . 

_ that in a few moments the Agents could observe the removal of 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD from the Dallas City Jail to the Dallas foun 
Spit via this closed-circuit television. : woe : 

After observing aman later identified : as JACK L. RUBY a 
‘shoot OSWALD in the basement of the City Hall, and within-30 seconds 
of the shooting, SA BARRETT telephonically reported what he and * . 
SA LEE had observed via television to Special Agent in Charge J. GORDON” 
SHANKLIN at the Dallas FBI Office. SAC SHANKLIN has advised SAs BARRETT 
end LEE that immediately upon receiving their report he placed a-: =... ° 
telephone call via direct dialing to FBI HReadquarters in Washington, \ - 
/D. C., telephone Bo. EXecutive 3-7100, to report the incident. — 

a After telephonically reporting the incident to SAC SRANKLIN, 
'SAs BARRETT and LEE made notes of what they had observed to be. used- 
‘later in the dictation of a report of the matter. Preparation of 
the notes took place about 8 to 10 minutes after the shooting and - 
the Agents had to approximate the time of the shooting as 11:25 a.m. 
‘This approximation was based on estimation of time lapse and the 
Agents® own personal wristwatches, the accuracy of which is unknown. 
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